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About This Video

PADAK is a film about the lives of fish in captivity in a Korean seafood restaurant. Some fish accept their fate while others
fight to change it.
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Title: PADAK
Production:
E-DEHI
Distributor:
eigoMANGA
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2016
Country: Korea, Republic of
Video Resolution: 1080p(3.5GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Running Time: 90 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,Korean,Japanese
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Adds more fun to an awsome game.. Sadly, I have to start off by saying my time in the military playing with the toys that this
game has for units has somewhat colored my experience with this game... There are quirks about this as a military veteran and
wargamer that drive me up the wall (AV-8 Harriers losing eyes on the target they are inbound for when a friendly ground unit is
destroyed for example, never mind that the Harrier is inbound and should be 'eyes on' the target already before attacking).
However, EVERY WARGAME I PLAY HAS THESE PROBLEMS. That is the nature of the wargame, to include the ones we
played in the military to prepare for actual wars.

This game is darn close to what you can expect from a tactical simulation in the 'real world' training environment. If you get too
focused in one area of the battlefield, you will get flanked and bombed from another. This chaos in a consumer RTS is priceless
and should be embraced. I don't know how many times I've won a scenario and gone 'huh?!' in much the way I'd respond to
ENDEX (end of excercise) in the miltary. Frankly, this is a credit to the developers. Scenarios can be frustrating hard compared
to other RTS wargames out there because of this. Once you get into the flow of how things work in this game, you'll find
yourself enjoying it and likely getting better and some of the other lesser RTS games out there.

While there are times I wish the units acted more like real units with the cabilities of their real counterparts, the above described
chaos makes this well worth it.

Developers:

Do some more homework on how Close Air Support aircraft work. Just because a friendly ground unit is destroyed doesn't
mean that the aircraft magically can't see its target anymore. Quite the contrary, when an aircraft is inbound onto a target, that
unit should stay visible to it, even if others get lost in the blur (fog of war for fixed wing aircraft especially faster movers like
the F-16 and MiG-27). A-10 and SU-25 pilots are less likely to lose their targets, and in fact should be able to spot targets better
than others, this is the nature of the attack pilot. I'm hoping some of these issues are because of lack of processing power and AI
limits....

Morale seems a bit too finicky. I've seen units in plenty of firefights continue on better than units in this game. It never ceases to
amaze me how in RTS games with morale, units break so easy (or conversely, not at all in others).

Going back to the aircraft, loiter time for some of these aircraft is agonizingly so small, it negates much of the realism I see in
other parts of the game. Even short duration fast movers hang out much longer than the short 30 seconds you get with some of
the games airframes.

Perhaps a future scenario set can include units that are limited to the TO&E of actual units. You get a battalion of this, and that
is it for the scenario. Support is what your brigade/division/corps allocates. Command points aren't bad though, the cost of units
is pretty reasonable to keep the forces limited and close to actual NATO/WARPAC levels in the region.

I will likely play this a lot over the next few years. Good job, and I highly recommend this to any serious wargamer or anyone
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burned out with base building RTS games that get too much of a grind to them.. An amazing highscore chaser where you have to
constantly balance risk and reward in order to keep up your combo multiplier.. It's a very interesting and fun game, I honestly
feel a little bit bad for giving it a negative review.

However, there are a couple of problems.

First of all, it crashed on me 2 times during my 4 playthroughs and I lost 2 of them. Not fun and the crashes were random.

Second of all, (and this is my biggest gripe with the game) there is no manual and the information on game mechanics is lacking.
The tutorial explains the super basics, the tool-tips help a little bit but still not to the point where you know how to use them.
What's the difference between attack and march? How are odds calculated? How is damage calculated? Why the hell did my
units run away? Mechanics of control zones? How does scouting work? How do levy's work exactly? Why can't I click those
levy buttons on the bottom at all in any of the towns? etc. etc. on practically every mechanic in the game. You're just left
guessing which you shouldn't be at all in a strategy game.

Also the price is too steep for the amount of content right now.

Once a manual gets added I'll change this to a thumbs-up.

Dev suggestions:
Make a manual
Add an event log for every impulse in the replay like "Goblin horde fought humans at X and humans retreated" or whatever.
The UI is a bit crappy.. would be wodnerful ..... If there was more players..

great game if you have alot of friends or a twitch community of gamers to play with. I had a LOT of fun playing through this
title. The only issue I could think of, is that the ending seemed a little off compared to the rest of the game. I can't tell if it was a
set up for a sequel or if that was just what it was supposed to look like. I'm actually hoping there a secret sequel being worked
on in a dimly lit basement somewhere. Slowly, but surely being completed to answer some of the open ended questions given by
the game.. Bought an 80 dollar game for zombies only. No regrets.. Like so many, wanted to like this game...but look at my
time. That time was long enough to realise the devs didn't allow for the freedom to map mouse buttons to functions. ..so I
decided to try and map my PS pad ...and it wouldn't allow me.
Unable to play it, therefore you have a completely negative review.
I can't believe that the devs did not allow the user freedom of choice to use mouse buttons or reconfigure a joypad.
Waste of money.
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Nice relaxing game to play every now and then. Turn off the in-game music though.. Slendid story. Game is bad optimized, my
pc cant hold even at 15fps, when csgo is 100fps :/. My old ps1 favorite cant beat this game really funn as its just a classic..
Thanks steam for making this buyable .... I can't recommend this game.

I had high hopes for it but it was too complicated to play.
It was unbelievable hard to even put a single pizza to your menu.

Tried to learn this for an hour, but got too frustrated. Too many buttons.

Pizza-editor was "fun" but there was also quite few help for making a pizza.

. For anyone who back in the old days used this program, now you have the chance to actually legit use it and for commercial
purposes as well.The official release fixes numerous bugs that the pirate version had, including having a working installer
creator, the games contain the fonts already on start, the games no longer reliant on DirectDraw and a helpfile that works on
systems newer than XP! There's better fullscreen support and it works on more modern machines as well as older ones better.
RPG Maker 2003 is still used to this date and many consider it the best one, with numerous games having been made that were
really popular with this specific engine. Recommended for anyone who's interested in the RPG Maker series.. this game makes
the tower in my pants rise.. i really wish i wasnt stupid and wasted $10 on this 3 years ago. oh well...
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